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SPORTFUL EXPERIENCE

Sportful has always meant passion for sports. Running, riding, 
climbing and skiing are all things we do when we manage to steal a 
free moment – at lunch, in the evenings or on the weekends. Then 
we get together and exchange impressions, opinions, suggestions 
– in other words, we share our experience. The experience we have 
wearing Sportful.

The Sportful Experience is our stories. It’s the experience that our 

paths of every level of difficulty. The only decision is where to go, 
because there’s never any danger of getting bored.

This is why every Sportful garment has a story behind it, a path, an 
experience that led to its creation. When you put it on, you’ll feel 
the hours of development, testing, research and refining that went 
into it.

employees, our athletes and our friends live every day, and that we 
then transfer to products with innovative solutions and new details 
in order to make the best possible clothing for our favorite sports.

Our testing ground reaches from the vertical spires of the Dolomites, 
the UNESCO World Heritage Site that surrounds us to the north, to 
the gentle hills of the Prosecco region and Asolo to the south. We 
live right in the middle, among a myriad of roads, routes, trails and 

Let our Sportful experience become your experience.

A special thanks to:

Pietro Piller Cottrer, 
Francesca Sommavilla,
Alberto Merlo.
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Fiamme GialleSportful technical 
supplier of Kappa®

Technical sponsor
Italian XC team 

Working with athletes is the most stimulating adventure that a 
company can ever undertake. As in any situation, there are those 
who you are able to satisfy immediately and those who are a bit 
more complicated and offer up challenges and ideas.

This is where the passion comes in. It’s an ongoing challenge to find 
ergonomic solutions, determine air penetration coeffiecients and 

laboratory with our athletes. Then the results, measured in watts of 
energy saved, will come. 
We devote a lot of energy to working withand for our athletes, but 
one of our main goals is to transfer the results of this research to 
our overall collection. Every single piece in the Sportful collection 
has been influenced by our athletes. We work with them to further 
our passion – and yours.

identify materials that enable us to give our athletes the absolute 
best-performing clothing. Today the difference is found in the 
details, and our athletes are used to posing continual challenges 
and being involved and challenged in turn. 

As we’ve said many times, we’re not interested in placing a logo 
on a piece of clothing; we’re interested in creating a true research 

SPORTFUL PARTNER OF:
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TEAM ITALIA
JACKET 0400592

TEAM ITALIA
RACE TOP 0400590

TEAM ITALIA
PANT 0400593

TEAM ITALIA
RACE TIGHT 0400591

4 WAY
WARM

4 WAY
WARM

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ  ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ

ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦⓦ ⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ  ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ  ⓦⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ  ⓦⓦ

ⓦ  ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦ

ⓦ ⓦ  ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦⓦ ⓦ

ⓦ  ⓦ  ⓦⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦ

ⓦ  ⓦ  ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦⓦ ⓦ

XS - XXXL XS - XXXL XS - XXXL XS - XXXLERGONOMIC ERGONOMIC ERGONOMIC ERGONOMIC503 gr. 516 gr. 231 gr. 194 gr.

016

016

016

016

FABRICS: FABRICS: FABRICS: FABRICS:

BREATHABLE:
WATER RESISTANT:

BREATHABLE:
WATER RESISTANT:

BREATHABLE:
WATER RESISTANT:

BREATHABLE:
WATER RESISTANT:

WIND RESISTANT:
INSULATION:

WIND RESISTANT:
INSULATION:

WIND RESISTANT:
INSULATION:

WIND RESISTANT:
INSULATION:

SIZE: SIZE: SIZE: SIZE:FIT: FIT: FIT: FIT:WEIGHT: WEIGHT: WEIGHT: WEIGHT:

SpeedTech fabric for maximum aerodynamics and maintaining body temperature in race conditions. Developed with Team Italy in the wind tunnel.
Minimum seams for aerodynamics and comfort. Camlock zipper at neck. Key pocket in waist.

Windstopper® 4-Way Warm fabric is lightweight, highly 
breathable, windproof and water-resistant. Preshaped arms 
allow a wide range of motion for maximum comfort and 
minimal chaffing when poling. Silicone gripper on waistband 
to limit ride-up. Two front pockets.

Windstopper® 4-Way Warm fabric is lightweight, highly breathable, windproof and 
water-resistant. Preshaped knees feel comfortable during your entire stride and 
resist bunching. Side zips extend from the hips to the ankles for temperature re-
gulation and make changing in and out a breeze. Detachable straps.
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TEAM ITALIA
VEST 0400594

TEAM ITALIA CAP 0400595

TEAM ITALIA HEADBAND 0400587

TEAM ITALIA FLAG HEADBAND 0400596

TEAM ITALIA NECKWARMER 0400566ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦⓦ ⓦⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ  ⓦⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ  ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ  ⓦⓦ

016

016

001

016

016

4 WAY
WARM

XS - XXXL ERGONOMIC

UNISIZE

UNISIZE

UNISIZE

UNISIZE
343 gr.

50% WOOL 50% ACRYLIC WITH FLEECE INNER

APEX WORLD CUP 
GLOVE 0400674

XS - XXL

001

BREATHABLE:
WATER RESISTANT:

WIND RESISTANT:
INSULATION:

Windstopper® 4-Way Warm fabric is lightweight, highly 
breathable, windproof and water-resistant.
Stretch panel in back for better flexibility and temperature 
regulation.
Silicone gripper on waistband to limit ride-up.
Two front pockets.

FABRICS: SIZE: FIT: WEIGHT:

FABRICS:

FABRICS:

FABRICS:

FABRICS:

SIZE:

SIZE:

SIZE:

SIZE:

Lycra® outside. Mesh liner provides temperature and 
moisture control.

FABRICS: SIZE:

Race glove with stretch windproof back.
Ultrasuede soft synthetic palm.
Precurved for optimum grip.
Reinforced thumb for durability.
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APEX
MY SPORTFUL EXPERIENCE BY PIETRO PILLER COTTRER

(Olympic Gold Medalist XC Italian Ski Team)

 
Training at Misurina is always nice, even if you know you have a 
hard workout ahead of you. You’re in a fairytale place, so everything 
seems easier.
I go up there often when the snow here in Sappada is scarce and my 

the usual stiff wind coming down from the Tre Cime di Lavaredo. 
And then I’m off.
During the week there are never very many of us, and we greet each 
other briefly and get down to work. You feel the effort fairly quickly. 
You can tell you’re at 1,800 meters, your lungs feel a size smaller 
than usual, but you know that this helps you train too, so you head 
out without a further thought. After a couple of hours, when only 

home trail isn’t yet ready. The 45-minute drive gives you energy to 
climb up to a vantage point with a splendid view of the Dolomites.
I leave the comfortable heat of the car and start my warm-up. It’s 
usually very cold, so I dress warmly—a good base layer with a 
high neck, top and tights, and windproof training pants and jacket 
in Windstopper®. Sometimes, if it’s really cold, I wear a vest 
underneath too, depending on whether in addition to the cold there’s 

your face is still cold and your chin is so frozen you can hardly 
speak, you take off your skis, load everything back in the car, change 
quickly…and then stop a second to look around, and you think yours 
is the most beautiful sport in the world!

Photo: manricodellagnola.com
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APEX EVO WS JACKET 0400640 APEX EVO WS TRAINING PANT 0400642

XS - XXXL XS - XXXLERGONOMIC ERGONOMIC

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ  ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ  ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ  ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ  ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ  ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦⓦ

101

439 091 002 002

091

002091

101

439 002

091

4 WAY
WARM

4 WAY
MID

MID
EMBOSSED

MID
EMBOSSED

442 gr. 311 gr.

FABRICS: FABRICS:SIZE: SIZE:FIT: FIT:WEIGHT: WEIGHT:

BREATHABLE:
WATER RESISTANT:

BREATHABLE:
WATER RESISTANT:

WIND RESISTANT:
INSULATION:

WIND RESISTANT:
INSULATION:

ThermoDrytex PL+ for 
outstanding stretch and 
moisture management

Full-range shoulder 
construction for total 
freedom of movement

Lie-flat jacquard 
waistband elastic

Full-range hip 
construction allows 
for total freedom of 
movement

Thermodrytex Plus

3/4-length zipper 
with double pulls 
can be opened from 
top for ventilation

Reflective screen print 
graphic

Extra-high flip-up collar

Windstopper®

Mid Embossed

NoSew thermowelded 
pockets

Windstopper®

4 Way Warm

3/4-length zipper with 
double pulls can be 
opened from bottom for 
easy removal

Internal wrist cuff for 
perfect glove interface

Windstopper®

Mid Embossed

When skiing goes beyond a passion and becomes an obsession, nothing but the best will do. This is clothing made for maximum performance for demanding 
skiers. Apex is based on feedback from the Italian national cross-country ski team and Sportful's 40 years of experience in cross country.
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APEX EVO RACE TOP 0400643

APEX EVO RACE TIGHT 0400644

091

091

439

439

101

101

002

002

002

002 439 0910002

39 1002

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ

ⓦ ⓦ  ⓦ ⓦ  ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦⓦ   ⓦⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦⓦⓦ ⓦ ⓦ

APEX EVO WS STRETCH VEST 0400641

APEX FLOW RACE GLOVE 0400544

APEX RACE HAT 0400667

XS - XXXL

XS - XXL

UNISIZE

346 gr.

ERGONOMIC
0201 001

002101

4 WAY
MID

MID
EMBOSSED

XS - XXXL ERGONOMIC

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦ ⓦⓦ ⓦ

ⓦ ⓦ  ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦⓦ ⓦ

ⓦⓦ  ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦⓦⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦⓦ

439 091 002239 gr. (top)
194 gr. (tight)

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦⓦ   ⓦⓦⓦ

ⓦⓦ  ⓦⓦ  ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦ

ⓦ ⓦ ⓦⓦ ⓦ ⓦⓦ ⓦⓦ

ⓦ ⓦ ⓦⓦ ⓦ ⓦⓦ ⓦⓦ

ⓦ  ⓦ ⓦ ⓦⓦ  ⓦ   ⓦⓦⓦ ⓦⓦ

ⓦⓦ   ⓦⓦ  ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦ

ⓦⓦⓦ ⓦⓦ ⓦ ⓦⓦ ⓦ

ⓦⓦ ⓦⓦ ⓦ ⓦⓦ ⓦ

Race glove with stretch windproof back. Ultrasuede soft synthetic palm.
Precurved for optimum grip. Reinforced thumb for durability.

Lycra® outside. Mesh liner provides temperature and moisture 
control. Developed with Team Italia.

SpeedTech fabric for maximum aerodynamics and 
maintaining body temperature in race conditions.
Developed with Team Italy and in the wind tunnel.
Minimum seams for aerodynamics and comfort.
Camlock zipper at neck.

FABRICS:

FABRICS:

FABRICS:

SIZE:

SIZE:

SIZE:

FIT:

WEIGHT:

Windstopper® 4-Way Mid front wind protection.
Back in Thermodrytex PL+ for excellent stretch and moisture management.
NoSew thermowelded pockets.
YKK® zippers.
Reflective screen print on back.

FABRICS: SIZE: FIT: WEIGHT:

BREATHABLE:
WATER RESISTANT:

WIND RESISTANT:
INSULATION:

BREATHABLE:
WATER RESISTANT:

WIND RESISTANT:
INSULATION:

BREATHABLE:
WATER RESISTANT:

BREATHABLE:
WATER RESISTANT:

WIND RESISTANT:
INSULATION:

WIND RESISTANT:
INSULATION:
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WORLDLOPPET
MY SPORTFUL EXPERIENCE BY ALBERTO MERLO

(Sportful Nordic Ski Team)

 
It’s 6:30 Saturday morning. Everyone is asleep. I check the Nordic 
center’s webcam while I fix breakfast. Minus 12 degrees! It doesn’t 
matter! I know that with the right clothing I’ll be almost hot after the 
first few minutes of skiing anyway.
Sitting with my cup of warm milk, I begin to think about the training 

fast. We start a flat stretch leading to another climb, much longer 
but with some downhill sections. It’s just us the silence of the woods 
and the sound of the skis sliding across the snow.
We reach the highest point and start to descend. This is the most 
exciting part, tight turns and high speed, so technique is important 
here.
It’s very cold, but my choice of long-sleeve jacket and heavy gloves 
proves perfect. The temperature doesn’t bother me at all.

I want to do today. I’m starting to receive messages from friends, 
asking or making suggestions…classic or skating?
It’s December, it would be better to focus on classic…there’s the 
Marcialonga to get ready for, but today I prefer skating. We arrive at 
the Nordic center at 9. There’s no doubt about it today we put on our 
boots, long-sleeve jackets, gloves, caps and glasses. And we’re off.
The trail starts immediately with a steady climb of a kilometer and 
a half. At the end we’ll be breathless and warmed up. The skis glide 

After two and a half hours, nearly a thousand meters of elevation 
gain and 40 kilometers, we return to the car. I’m off to the locker 
room to change clothes and put on a technical base layer and a dry 
training suit. Lunch, which is waiting for me at home, will revive me. 
I need to recover my energy because tomorrow is Sunday and we’ll 
do it all over again, on classic!

Photo: manricodellagnola.com
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WORLDLOPPET JACKET 0400605 WORLDLOPPET TOP 0400646

WORLDLOPPET TIGHT 0400647

XS - XXXL XS - XXXLERGONOMIC ERGONOMIC

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ ⓦ ⓦⓦ   ⓦⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ  ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ  ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ  ⓦⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ  ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦⓦ

ⓦ ⓦ ⓦⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦⓦⓦ ⓦ ⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦⓦⓦ ⓦ ⓦ

439

094102102 094

102

102

094

094

439

439

405 gr. 295 gr. (top)
268 gr. (tight)

FABRICS: FABRICS:SIZE: SIZE:FIT: FIT:WEIGHT: WEIGHT:

BREATHABLE:
WATER RESISTANT:

BREATHABLE:
WATER RESISTANT:

WIND RESISTANT:
INSULATION:

WIND RESISTANT:
INSULATION:

TDT Xp

Screen print

YKK® Vislon zipper

Softshell

SoftShell stretch fabric

Double front hand-warmer 
pockets

Stretch draw-cord waist 
closure

Lycra® Power and AeroFlow Compress for aerodynamics and 
compression. DermoDry liner on front to reduce wind penetration 
and keep you drier. 2 small pockets for gels or energy bars. Flat lock 
stitching. Sublimation printed graphic. Key pocket in waist.

Made for the challenge of long distances, with little details that become important after hours on the skis. The Worldloppet race suit features a fully lined front, 
and while it's not as aerodynamic as our Apex race suit, you'll be sure to reach the finish line in comfort.
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PRIME WS JACKET 0400618 PRIME WS PANT 0400619

XS - XXXL XS - XXXLREGULAR REGULAR

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦⓦ   ⓦⓦⓦ ⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ  ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦⓦ   ⓦⓦⓦ ⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ

002

001

001

002

4 WAY
MID 4 WAY

MID

2

001

486 gr. 365 gr.

FABRICS: FABRICS:SIZE: SIZE:FIT: FIT:WEIGHT: WEIGHT:

BREATHABLE:
WATER RESISTANT:

BREATHABLE:
WATER RESISTANT:

WIND RESISTANT:
INSULATION:

WIND RESISTANT:
INSULATION:

YKK® Vislon zippers

Reflective zip covers

Internal jacquard lie-flat
waistband elastic

Reflective screen print
Articulated knee

Internal hood in ThermoDrytex Double 
gives extra warmth when starting out or 
after a break, then stows away

Internal wrist cuffs for 
perfect glove interface

If the journey is more important than the finish line, this is your ski wear. We designed in extra luxury and performance in a slightly looser cut, with a 
look that’s not limited to the ski trails.

Windstopper®

4 Way Mid

Windstopper®

4 Way Mid

Thermodrytex Double

Zippered rear pocket

Cordura® protection 
on inside of ankle

YKK Vislon® zipper to knee

Reflective piping

Tone on tone screen print

Arctic Stretch
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567

567

SQUADRA 2  WS JACKET 0400602

SQUADRA 2 
WS VEST 0400603

SQUADRA 2 
WS BIB PANT 0400604

SQUADRA 2 WS PANT 0400500

XS - XXXL XS - XXXLREGULAR REGULAR

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ  ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ ⓦ ⓦⓦ   ⓦⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ  ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ  ⓦⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ  ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦⓦ

4 WAY
WARM

4 WAY
WARM

002001

001101

101
001

002

002
002

439

002
001002

435 gr. (jacket)
305 gr. (vest)

358 gr.

FABRICS: FABRICS:SIZE: SIZE:FIT: FIT:WEIGHT: WEIGHT:

BREATHABLE:
WATER RESISTANT:

BREATHABLE:
WATER RESISTANT:

WIND RESISTANT:
INSULATION:

WIND RESISTANT:
INSULATION:

Windstopper® 
upper back keeps 
shoulder and neck 
muscles warm

These products are our most versatile performance ski wear. The protection and breathability that make them great as warm-up/training 

gear for racers will also be appreciated by recreational skiers. The cut is a bit looser than Apex to fit a wide range of skiers.

TDT Xp

ThermoDrytex XP 
fabric on collar keeps 
neck dry and warm

Reflective screen print

Front zippered pockets

Windstopper® 4 Way Warm

Adjustable draw-cord waist

YKK® Ankle zip

YKK® zippers

Stretch draw-cord waist

Windstopper®

4 Way Warm

Breathable TDT Xp
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TESSUTO:

XS-XXXL XS-XXXL

XS-XXXL XS-XXXL

537 gr. 262 gr.

411 gr. 325 gr.

REGULAR REGULAR

REGULAR REGULAR
ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ  ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ  ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ  ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ  ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ  ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦⓦ  ⓦⓦⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦⓦ   ⓦⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦ ⓦⓦ  ⓦⓦⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦⓦ   ⓦⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ  ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ ⓦ ⓦⓦ  ⓦⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦⓦⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦⓦ

NORDIC MID WS JACKET 0400645 ENGADIN WIND PANT 0400648

GSTAAD 2 CONVERTIBLE JACKET 0400601 SMART PANT 0400665

567

002 002

002

101

439 094
4 WAY
MID

0200

20

K

-LEE WINTER

K

-LEE REINFORCED
WINTERFABRICS: FABRICS:

FABRICS:

SIZE: SIZE:

SIZE: SIZE:

FIT: FIT:

FIT: FIT:

WEIGHT: WEIGHT:

WEIGHT: WEIGHT:
BREATHABLE:
WATER RESISTANT:

BREATHABLE:
WATER RESISTANT:

BREATHABLE:
WATER RESISTANT:

BREATHABLE:
WATER RESISTANT:

WIND RESISTANT:
INSULATION:

WIND RESISTANT:
INSULATION:

WIND RESISTANT:
INSULATION:

WIND RESISTANT:
INSULATION:

Technical warm jacket for recreational skiing.
Windstopper® 4-Way Mid fabric on front and sleeves.
Back in Arctic Stretch fabric for excellent warmth and breathability.
YKK® Vislon zippers.
Double closure stretch drawcord waist.

Microshell Stretch fabric on front for total windproof protection with 4-way 
stretch.
Mesh lining on front for additional warmth.
Stretch thermal back for excellent breathability.
Ankle zips.
Elastic waist with adjustable drawcord.

Technical XC ski pant 
with windproof front and 
stretch breathable back.

Full protection pant 
perfect for recreational 
XC skiing or snowshoeing 
with gaiter to keep snow 
out of boots.

Jacket/Vest for all your aerobic winter sports.
Softshell front and sleeves for wind protection.
Arctic Stretch back for breathability and freedom of movement.
Zip-off sleeves.
Reflective inserts.
YKK® bicolor Vislon zips.

K-Lee Winter woven fabrics keep the cold out yet give stretch and breathability.
Relaxed fit.
2 zippered front pockets.
Removable internal gaiter to seal out snow.
Front zippered opening with elastic waist.
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XS-XXXL

XS-XXXL

306 gr.

409 gr.

REGULAR

REGULAR
ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ ⓦ ⓦⓦ  ⓦⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ  ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦⓦ   ⓦⓦⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ  ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ  ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ  ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ  ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ  ⓦⓦⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ  ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ  ⓦⓦ

LIVIGNO SOFTSHELL JACKET 0400607

LIVIGNO SOFTSHELL PANT 0400608

567

002

102 002094

002

FABRICS:

FABRICS:

SIZE:

SIZE:

FIT:

FIT:

WEIGHT:

WEIGHT:

Softshell thermal wind protection for XC or any aerobic outdoor activity. 
TDTxp back for stretch and breathability.
2 zippered front pockets.
Elastic drawstring waist.

Front Softshell wind protection with thermal TDTxp on back. 
Camlock ankle zips.
Reflective tabs.

BREATHABLE:
WATER RESISTANT:

WIND RESISTANT:
INSULATION:

BREATHABLE:
WATER RESISTANT:

WIND RESISTANT:
INSULATION:
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XS-XXXL

XS-XXXL

229 gr.

259 gr.

ERGONOMIC

ERGONOMIC
ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ  ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ

ⓦ  ⓦ ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦⓦ ⓦ

ⓦ  ⓦ ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦⓦ ⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ  ⓦⓦ

ⓦ  ⓦ ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦⓦⓦ ⓦⓦⓦ ⓦⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦ

TDT+ TIGHT 0400405

TDT XP TIGHT 0400406

002

002

XS-XXXL

XS-XXXL

262 gr.

325 gr.

ERGONOMIC

ERGONOMIC
ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ  ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ  ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦ

ⓦ  ⓦ  ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦⓦ ⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ  ⓦⓦ

ⓦ ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦⓦⓦ ⓦⓦⓦ ⓦⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ  ⓦⓦ

CARDIO EVO TECH TOP 0400649

CARDIO EVO TECH TIGHT 0400650

002

002

439

439

567

567

102

102

7 102

567439

5677439002

FABRICS:

FABRICS:

SIZE:

SIZE:

FIT:

FIT:

WEIGHT:

WEIGHT:
BREATHABLE:
WATER RESISTANT:

BREATHABLE:
WATER RESISTANT:

WIND RESISTANT:
INSULATION:

WIND RESISTANT:
INSULATION:

ThermoDrytex Plus for maximum warmth and stretch.
Drawstring waist.
Inside pocket.

TDTxp for warmth and stretch.
Drawstring waist.
Inside pocket.
Embroidered logo.

FABRICS:

FABRICS:

SIZE:

SIZE:

FIT:

FIT:

WEIGHT:

WEIGHT:

Thermal top with maximum stretch for highly aerobic sports
Thermodrytex Plus is fleeced inside with silicone water repellent external 
finish.
30cm front zipper
Zippered front pocket
Flat-lock stitching

Thermodrytex Plus fabric for warmth and stretch
Flatlock stitching
Reflective details on back
Lined in Sportful Mid base layer fabric at knee and lower 
back.
Zippered rear pocket.

BREATHABLE:
WATER RESISTANT:

BREATHABLE:
WATER RESISTANT:

WIND RESISTANT:
INSULATION:

WIND RESISTANT:
INSULATION:
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APEX WOMEN’S
MY SPORTFUL EXPERIENCE BY FRANCESCA SOMMAVILLA

(Ski Instructor - Focused on the next generation XC Skier with Pietro)

 
I used to ski a lot more. Now my favorite “Olympic” sport is being 
a mom to three wonderful little children…Oops! I can’t say little 
children, the oldest, at 10 and 7, would be offended. Only Nicolò, 
who is 9 months old, wouldn’t object!

Obviously, our paths diverge almost immediately. Pietro is training! 
I am too, but at a different pace. I like to stay in shape and free my 
mind in the silence of the trails. I collect my thoughts and drink in 
the white of the snow.
I like to be comfortable, but I’m careful in my choice of clothes 
for skiing. I also often use them for snowshoeing or to pick up the 
children from school. I like colors and hats that are a bit lively. I do 

Actually, I have a hard time accompanying Pietro because I have a 
thousand things to do, plus the nordic walking school takes up a lot of 
my time, especially during the season, but if I can I like to go with him.
I usually wake up early, for the older children who are in school, 
while I leave the little one in good hands because we’re teaching 
him to “detach” from us a bit, even though it isn’t easy. Then we 
head out to ski.

my workout and hang on until Pietro finishes his training session, 
and then together we hurry home to make lunch. It’s really great 
being able to continue doing what I love best…skiing!

Photo: manricodellagnola.com
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APEX EVO LADY WS JACKET 0400651 APEX LADY WS PANT 0400609

XS - XXL XS - XXLERGONOMIC ERGONOMIC407 gr. 370 gr.

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ  ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ  ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ   ⓦⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ

439 002

102102

002

4 WAY
WARM

MID
EMBOSSED

4 WAY
WARM

FABRICS: FABRICS:SIZE: SIZE:FIT: FIT:WEIGHT: WEIGHT:

BREATHABLE:
WATER RESISTANT:

BREATHABLE:
WATER RESISTANT:

WIND RESISTANT:
INSULATION:

WIND RESISTANT:
INSULATION:

Windstopper®

4 Way Warm

NoSew thermo-
welded pockets

Adjustable stretch 
draw-cord in waist

Windstopper®

Mid Embossed

Windstopper®

4 Way Warm

Camlock leg zippers

Internal cuffs 
for perfect glove 
interface

Windstopper®

4 Way Warm

Thermodrytex Plus

Cordura® protection 
on inside of ankle

Stretch Draw-cord 
waist

Reflective screen print

ThermoDrytex PL+ 
for great stretch 
and moisture 
management

When skiing goes beyond a passion and becomes an obsession, nothing but the best will do. This is clothing made for maximum performance for demanding 
skiers. Apex is based on feedback from the Italian national cross-country ski team and Sportful’s 40 years of experience.
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SPLIT WS JACKET 0400610 SNOWFLAKE PANT 0400510

XS - XXL XS - XXLREGULAR REGULAR370 gr. 318 gr.

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ  ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ  ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ  ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ  ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ  ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ  ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦⓦ

439 002 101

002

4 WAY
WARM

4 WAY
WARM

002439

102

FABRICS: FABRICS:SIZE: SIZE:FIT: FIT:WEIGHT: WEIGHT:

BREATHABLE:
WATER RESISTANT:

BREATHABLE:
WATER RESISTANT:

WIND RESISTANT:
INSULATION:

WIND RESISTANT:
INSULATION:

Printed fleece internal 
collar

Windstopper®

4 Way Warm

Windstopper®

4 Way Warm

TDT Xp

Cordura® protection 
at inside of ankle

ThermoDrytex XP fabric on back is 
brushed on inside for warmth with 
excellent moisture management

We designed these pieces with the goal of making skiing more fun and enjoyable. We use our best fabrics and design the garments with extra warmth in mind, 
and finish them with details like a flattering, slightly relaxed fit in the pant and a plaid print on the inside of the jacket collar. Decidedly non-race, decidedly high 
performance.

Stretch draw-cord 
waist

Printed fleece internal 
cuffs seal against 
gloves

Relaxed fit

Zippered pocket

Reflective tabs
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XS-XXL XS-XXL

XS-XXL XS-XXL

313 gr. 324 gr.

351 gr. 229 gr.

REGULAR REGULAR

REGULAR REGULAR
ⓦ   ⓦ  ⓦ ⓦ ⓦⓦ   ⓦⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ  ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ  ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦⓦ  ⓦⓦⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ  ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ  ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ  ⓦⓦ

ⓦ  ⓦ  ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦⓦ ⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ  ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ  ⓦⓦⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ  ⓦⓦ

ⓦ ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦⓦⓦ ⓦⓦⓦ ⓦⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦ ⓦ   ⓦⓦⓦ ⓦ

DOLOMITI SOFTSHELL JACKET 0400611 DOLOMITI JERSEY 0400614

DOLOMITI SOFTSHELL PANT 0400612 DOLOMITI TDT + TIGHT 0400652

002

002
094

094102

100

439

439

110

002

101

439 094

002

094

110101094102

100094
439

FABRICS: FABRICS:

FABRICS: FABRICS:

SIZE: SIZE:

SIZE: SIZE:

FIT: FIT:

FIT: FIT:

WEIGHT: WEIGHT:

WEIGHT: WEIGHT:
BREATHABLE:
WATER RESISTANT:

BREATHABLE:
WATER RESISTANT:

BREATHABLE:
WATER RESISTANT:

BREATHABLE:
WATER RESISTANT:

WIND RESISTANT:
INSULATION:

WIND RESISTANT:
INSULATION:

WIND RESISTANT:
INSULATION:

WIND RESISTANT:
INSULATION:

Softshell thermal wind protection for XC or any aerobic outdoor activity.
TDTxp back for stretch and breathability.
2 zippered front pockets.
Silicone elastic at waist.

Thermal TDTxp fabric for excellent warmth and breathability
Front pocket with invisible zip.

Front Softshell wind protection with thermal 
TDTxp on back.
Camlock ankle zips.
Reflective tabs.

Thermodrytex Plus fabric for excellent warmth and stretch.
Flat-lock stitching.
Soft touch waist band.
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XS-XXL XS-XXL

XS-XXL XS-XXL

226 gr. 253 gr.

307 gr. 315 gr.

ERGONOMIC REGULAR

ERGONOMIC REGULAR
ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ  ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ  ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ  ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ  ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦ ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦⓦⓦⓦ

ⓦ  ⓦ ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦⓦ ⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ  ⓦⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦⓦ   ⓦⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ ⓦ ⓦⓦ   ⓦⓦ

ⓦ  ⓦ ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦⓦⓦ ⓦⓦⓦ ⓦⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ  ⓦⓦ ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦ ⓦ   ⓦⓦⓦ ⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦⓦ ⓦⓦⓦⓦ

CARDIO EVO TECH TOP W 0400653 ENGADIN PANT LADY 0400655

CARDIO EVO TECH TIGHT W 0400654 SMART PANT W 0400666

439002

002

002

102

102 2102 002

0020

002

K

-LEE WINTER

K

-LEE REINFORCED
WINTERFABRICS: FABRICS:

FABRICS: FABRICS:

SIZE: SIZE:

SIZE: SIZE:

FIT: FIT:

FIT: FIT:

WEIGHT: WEIGHT:

WEIGHT: WEIGHT:

Thermal top with maximum stretch for highly aerobic sports
Thermodrytex Plus is fleeced inside 
with silicone water repellent external finish.
30 cm front zipper
Front pocket with invisible zipper
Flat-lock stitching

Microshell Stretch fabric on front for total windproof protection with 4-way stretch.
Mesh lining on front for additional warmth. 
Stretch thermal back for excellent breathability. 
Ankle zips. 
Elastic waist with adjustable drawcord

Thermodrytex Plus fabric for warmth and stretch
Flatlock stitching
Reflective details on back
Lined in Sportful Mid base layer fabric at 
knee and lower back.
Zippered rear pocket.

K-Lee Winter woven fabrics keep the cold out yet give stretch and breathability. 
Relaxed fit. 2 zippered front pockets . 
Removable internal gaiter to seal out snow. 
Front zippered opening with elastic waist.

Technical XC ski pant 
with windproof front and 
stretch breathable back.

Full protection pant 
perfect for recreational 
XC skiing or snowshoeing 
with gaiter to keep snow 
out of boots.

BREATHABLE:
WATER RESISTANT:

BREATHABLE:
WATER RESISTANT:

WIND RESISTANT:
INSULATION:

WIND RESISTANT:
INSULATION:

BREATHABLE:
WATER RESISTANT:

BREATHABLE:
WATER RESISTANT:

WIND RESISTANT:
INSULATION:

WIND RESISTANT:
INSULATION:
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JS-JXL

JS-JXL

JS-JXL

151 gr.

177 gr.

335 gr.

REGULAR

ERGONOMIC

REGULAR
ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ  ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦⓦ

ⓦ ⓦ  ⓦ ⓦ  ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ

ⓦ  ⓦ ⓦⓦ  ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ ⓦⓦ ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ  ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ  ⓦⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦⓦⓦ ⓦⓦⓦ ⓦⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ  ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦ

ⓦ  ⓦ ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦⓦ ⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ  ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦ

KID’S SOFTSHELL JACKET 1101041

SOLID TIGHT JUNIOR 0400441

KID SQUADRA PANT 0400675

439

002

002

567

JS-JXL

JS-JXL

JS-JXL

203 gr.

169 gr.

ERGONOMIC

REGULAR
ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ  ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦⓦ   ⓦⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ  ⓦⓦ

ⓦ  ⓦ ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦⓦ ⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ ⓦ ⓦⓦ ⓦ   ⓦⓦ

ENGADIN PANT JR 0400656

TDT+ TIGHT JR 0400617

VASA KID GLOVE 0400472

101 002

002

567

002567

439567 43

002 002567

756701 0002110

FABRICS:

FABRICS:

FABRICS:

SIZE:

SIZE:

SIZE:

FIT:

FIT:

FIT:

WEIGHT:

WEIGHT:

WEIGHT:

BREATHABLE:
WATER RESISTANT:

BREATHABLE:
WATER RESISTANT:

WIND RESISTANT:
INSULATION:

WIND RESISTANT:
INSULATION:

Front Softshell protection from wind and cold.
TDTxp back for improved breathability.
Zippered front pocket and zippered back pocket.

TDTxp for warmth and comfort.
Drawstring waist.
Embroidered logo.

Softshell front protection.
TDT Xp on back for breathability.
Full length side zippers.

FABRICS:

FABRICS:

SIZE:

SIZE:

SIZE:

FIT:

FIT:

WEIGHT:

WEIGHT:

Microshell Stretch fabric on front for total windproof protection with 4-way stretch.
Mesh lining on front for additional warmth.
Stretch thermal back for excellent breathability
Ankle zips. Elastic waist with adjustable drawcord.

Breathable thermal pant with maximum elasticity.
Silicone gripper elastic at waist.

Breathable thermo back. Synthetic palm with fleece lining.
External stitching on front of fingers.
Ultrasuede wipe on thumb.
Lycra® wrist closure.
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EDGE WINDSTOPPER® HAT 0400670

EDGE CAP 0400669

EDGE HEADBAND 0400668

UNISIZE

UNISIZE

UNISIZE

 

ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦⓦⓦ ⓦ ⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ  ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ

ⓦⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦⓦⓦ ⓦ ⓦⓦ ⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ

ⓦ ⓦ  ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦⓦ ⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦⓦⓦ ⓦ ⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦⓦ   ⓦⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ  ⓦ   ⓦⓦⓦ ⓦⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ  ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦⓦ

567101002

002

102

101

002 567

567

4 WAY
MID

MID
EMBOSSED

WS EXTREME COLD HAT 0400672

UNISIZE
ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦⓦⓦ ⓦ ⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦ   ⓦ ⓦ   ⓦⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦ ⓦⓦ   ⓦⓦ

002 091 439 567
4 WAY
WARM

2ND SKIN HEADWARMER 0800245

2ND SKIN HEADBAND  0800244

2ND SKIN NECK WARMER 0800247

2ND SKIN BALACLAVA 0800246

UNISIZE

UNISIZE

UNISIZE

UNISIZE

 

 

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ

ⓦ ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦⓦ ⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦⓦ ⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ

ⓦ ⓦ  ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦⓦ ⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦⓦ  ⓦⓦⓦ

ⓦⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦⓦⓦ ⓦ ⓦⓦ ⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ  ⓦ ⓦ  ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ  ⓦⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦⓦⓦ ⓦ ⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦ ⓦ   ⓦⓦⓦ ⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦⓦⓦ ⓦ ⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦⓦⓦ ⓦ ⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ  ⓦ   ⓦⓦⓦ ⓦⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ  ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦⓦ

002

002

002

002 101 016 567

85% NYLON  15% POLYESTER

85% NYLON  15% POLYESTER

58% NYLON  30% POLYESTER  12% ELASTANE

58% NYLON  30% POLYESTER  12% ELASTANE

FABRICS:

FABRICS:

FABRICS:

SIZE:

SIZE:

SIZE:

BREATHABLE:
WATER RESISTANT:

BREATHABLE:
WATER RESISTANT:

BREATHABLE:
WATER RESISTANT:

WIND RESISTANT:
INSULATION:

WIND RESISTANT:
INSULATION:

WIND RESISTANT:
INSULATION:

Windstopper® protection on forehead.
Thermodrytex PL+ polyester over ears for unimpaired hearing.

New polyester version of Thermodrytex PL+ for improved wicking.
Raw cut edge. Double layer front.

New polyester version of Thermodrytex PL+ for improved wicking. 
Raw cut edge. Perfect height for adding just enough warmth on cool days.

FABRICS:

SIZE:
BREATHABLE:
WATER RESISTANT:

WIND RESISTANT:
INSULATION:

Windstopper 4-Way warm front panel.
Thermodrytex PL+ on top and over ears for excellent warmth
and moisture management.
Flat lock stitching. Raw cut edges for comfort.

FABRICS:

FABRICS:

FABRICS:

FABRICS:

SIZE:

SIZE:

SIZE:

SIZE:

BREATHABLE:
WATER RESISTANT:

BREATHABLE:
WATER RESISTANT:

BREATHABLE:
WATER RESISTANT:

WIND RESISTANT:
INSULATION:

WIND RESISTANT:
INSULATION:

WIND RESISTANT:
INSULATION:

BREATHABLE:
WATER RESISTANT:

WIND RESISTANT:
INSULATION:

Seamless construction for warmth and wicking. 
Nylon/polyester fabric moves moisture away from the skin. 

Seamless headband for warmth and wicking. Nylon/polyester 
construction moves moisture away from the skin. 10cm height for 
just the right amount of coverage.

Seamless construction for comfort. Nylon/polyester fabric moves 
moisture away from skin. Double layer on face for added warmth. 

High stretch seamless construction. 
Nylon/polyester fabric moves moisture away from skin.
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CORSA HEADBADGE 0400671

THERMODRYTEX HAT 0400673

UNISIZE

UNISIZE

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦⓦⓦ ⓦ ⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦⓦⓦ ⓦ ⓦ

ⓦ ⓦ ⓦⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦⓦⓦ ⓦ

ⓦ ⓦⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦⓦⓦ ⓦ ⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦ ⓦ   ⓦⓦⓦ ⓦⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦⓦⓦ ⓦ ⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ  ⓦⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦ ⓦ   ⓦⓦⓦ ⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ  ⓦ ⓦ  ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦ ⓦ   ⓦⓦⓦ ⓦ

ⓦⓦ ⓦⓦ ⓦ ⓦⓦ ⓦ

ⓦ ⓦ ⓦⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦⓦⓦ ⓦ

ⓦ  ⓦ ⓦ ⓦⓦ  ⓦ   ⓦⓦⓦ ⓦⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ   ⓦⓦ

002

002

002

102

101

101

567

567

017

567 002 102

APEX RACE HAT 0400667

UNISIZE

439 091 002

UNISIZE

CAP THERMODRYTEX +  0406301

APEX WORLD CUP GLOVE 0400674

XS - XXL

001

ⓦⓦ ⓦⓦ ⓦⓦⓦⓦ ⓦⓦ ⓦⓦⓦ  ⓦⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦⓦ   ⓦⓦ

ⓦⓦⓦⓦ ⓦ ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦ

ⓦⓦ  ⓦⓦ  ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦ

FABRICS:

FABRICS:

SIZE:

SIZE:

BREATHABLE:
WATER RESISTANT:

BREATHABLE:
WATER RESISTANT:

WIND RESISTANT:
INSULATION:

WIND RESISTANT:
INSULATION:

Drawstring for use as cap or neck warmer.
Dryarn liner for added wicking.

Thermodrytex PL+ polyester fleece for excellent warmth and 
breathability. Flatlock stitching

Developed with Team Italia Lycra® outside. Mesh liner provides 
temperature and moisture control.

FABRICS:

SIZE:

FABRICS:

SIZE:

In ThermoDrytex Plus for warmth and comfort. Embroidered logo.

FABRICS: SIZE:

Screen print 
graphics

SoftShell stretch fabric

Highly breathable 
fourchette inserts

Synthetic suede 
reinforcement

7cm cuff

Pre-curved
anatomic shape

Soft synthetic 
suede palm

BREATHABLE:
WATER RESISTANT:

BREATHABLE:
WATER RESISTANT:

WIND RESISTANT:
INSULATION:

WIND RESISTANT:
INSULATION:

BREATHABLE:
WATER RESISTANT:

WIND RESISTANT:
INSULATION:

Race glove with stretch windproof back.
Ultrasuede soft synthetic palm.
Precurved for optimum grip.
Reinforced thumb for durability.
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WS XC GLOVE 0400659

XS - XXL

4 WAY
WARM

MID
EMBOSSED

002 091 439

DOPPIO GLOVE 1101179

XS - XXL

002 102

XS-XXL

ULTRA THERMO GLOVE 0400658

002 091 439

STRETCH SOFTSHELL GLOVE 1101180

002 439 567

XS - XXL
ⓦ   ⓦ  ⓦ ⓦ  ⓦ   ⓦⓦⓦ ⓦⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦ ⓦ   ⓦⓦⓦ ⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ  ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ  ⓦⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ  ⓦⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ  ⓦⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ ⓦ ⓦⓦ  ⓦⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ ⓦ ⓦⓦⓦ  ⓦⓦⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦ ⓦⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ  ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ  ⓦⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦ ⓦ   ⓦⓦⓦ ⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ ⓦ ⓦⓦ  ⓦⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦ ⓦ   ⓦⓦⓦ ⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦ ⓦⓦ  ⓦⓦ

101 002

APEX FLOW RACE GLOVE 0400544

XS - XXL

002101

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦⓦ   ⓦⓦⓦⓦⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ ⓦⓦⓦ ⓦⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦⓦ   ⓦⓦ

ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ   ⓦⓦⓦⓦ ⓦⓦ ⓦ ⓦ

ⓦⓦ  ⓦⓦⓦⓦ  ⓦ   ⓦⓦ ⓦ

Full protection Windstopper® back for complete 
wind protection with excellent breathability.
Soft anatomic construction for great fit and great 
feel for the pole.
Synthetic palm with fleece liner.
Ultrasuede wipe on thumb.
5cm cuff with velcro closure.

FABRICS:

SIZE:

Extreme warmth with Soft Shell external layer and 
full internal fleece liner. Synthetic palm with silicone 
print for grip. 7cm cuff with velcro to seal around jacket 
sleeve. Ultrasuede wipe on thumb. Reflective piping on 
back.

FABRICS:

SIZE:

FABRICS:

SIZE:

Warm ski glove for colder conditions with windproof Soft Shell 
back. Fleece liner on palm. Synthetic palm with touchscreen dot 
on index finger. Ultrasuede nose wipe on thub. 7cm wrist with 
velcro closure.

Warmth without bulk in our new stretch soft shell glove. 
Great for intermediate conditions, keeps the wind off while 
allowing complete freedom of movement.

FABRICS:

SIZE:
BREATHABLE:
WATER RESISTANT:

WIND RESISTANT:
INSULATION:

BREATHABLE:
WATER RESISTANT:

BREATHABLE:
WATER RESISTANT:

BREATHABLE:
WATER RESISTANT:

WIND RESISTANT:
INSULATION:

WIND RESISTANT:
INSULATION:

WIND RESISTANT:
INSULATION:

Race glove with stretch windproof back.
Ultrasuede soft synthetic palm.
Precurved for optimum grip.
Reinforced thumb for durability.

FABRICS:

SIZE:
BREATHABLE:
WATER RESISTANT:

WIND RESISTANT:
INSULATION:
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XS-XXL

3 LAYER 
THERMAL FABRIC

3 LAYER 
THERMAL FABRIC

XS-XXL

XS-XXL

XS-XXL

XS - XXL

LOPPET GLOVE  0400660

DONNA VASA 2 GLOVE 0400663VASA 2 GLOVE 0400661

VASA GLOVE 0400473

DONNA WS XC GLOVE 0400662

102 002

002

002 110
439

439102 002 567

JS-JXL

VASA KID GLOVE 0400472

002002 567567 002002 67567

3 LAYER 
THERMAL FABRIC

4 WAY
WARM

4 WAY
MID

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ  ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ  ⓦⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ  ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ  ⓦⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ  ⓦⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ  ⓦⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ  ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ  ⓦⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ  ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ  ⓦⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ  ⓦⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ  ⓦⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ  ⓦⓦⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ  ⓦⓦⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ  ⓦ ⓦ ⓦⓦ  ⓦⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ  ⓦⓦⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ   ⓦ ⓦ ⓦⓦ   ⓦⓦ

ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ  ⓦ ⓦ  ⓦⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ  ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ   ⓦⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ   ⓦⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦⓦ  ⓦⓦ

ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ  ⓦ ⓦ  ⓦⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ  ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ   ⓦⓦ

ⓦ  ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ   ⓦ ⓦ  ⓦⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ   ⓦⓦ

ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦⓦ ⓦ ⓦⓦ  ⓦⓦⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ  ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ   ⓦⓦ

ⓦ  ⓦ ⓦ ⓦⓦ  ⓦ ⓦⓦ  ⓦⓦⓦ

ⓦ   ⓦ  ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ ⓦ   ⓦⓦSIZE:

Breathable thermo back. Synthetic palm with fleece lining.
External stitching on front of fingers.
Ultrasuede wipe on thumb.
Lycra® wrist closure.

FABRICS:

FABRICS:

FABRICS:

FABRICS:

SIZE:

SIZE:

SIZE:

SIZE:

SIZE:

Breathable thermo back for maximum breathability prevents overheating. Synthetic 
palm with fleece lining. External stitching on front of fingers. Ultrasuede wipe on thumb. 
8cm cuff with velcro.

Breathable thermo back. Synthetic palm with fleece lining. External stitching on front of 
fingers. Ultrasuede wipe on thumb. Lycra® wrist closure.

Full protection Windstopper® back for complete wind protection 
with excellent breathability. Soft anatomic construction for great 
fit and great feel for the pole. Synthetic palm with fleece liner. 
Ultrasuede wipe on thumb. 5cm cuff with velcro closure.

Breathable thermo back. Synthetic palm with fleece lining. External 
stitching on front of fingers. Ultrasuede wipe on thumb. Lycra® 
wrist closure.

Synthetic palm for improved grip.
Thermal back.
External stitching to avoid blisters.
Adjustable neoprene cuff with velcro closure.

BREATHABLE:
WATER RESISTANT:

BREATHABLE:
WATER RESISTANT:

BREATHABLE:
WATER RESISTANT:

BREATHABLE:
WATER RESISTANT:

BREATHABLE:
WATER RESISTANT:

BREATHABLE:
WATER RESISTANT:

WIND RESISTANT:
INSULATION:

WIND RESISTANT:
INSULATION:

WIND RESISTANT:
INSULATION:

WIND RESISTANT:
INSULATION:

WIND RESISTANT:
INSULATION:

WIND RESISTANT:
INSULATION:
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THERMOLITE
SHORT SOCK 1101048

MERINO LONG
SOCK 0400629

MERINO SHORT
SOCK 0400628

MERINO 
SOCK 1100397

POLYPRO 
SOCK 1101050

THERMOLITE
MEDIUM SOCK 0400632

MERINO MEDIUM
SOCK 0400630

THERMO
POLYPRO SOCK 1101051

MERINO WOOL / NYLON MERINO WOOL / NYLON

S: 36-39 / M-L: 40-43
XL: 44-46

S: 36-39 / M-L: 40-43
XL: 44-46

S: 36-39 / M-L: 40-43
XL: 44-46

S: 36-39 / M-L: 40-43
XL: 44-46

002

002

002557

MERINO WOOL / NYLON POLYPROPYLENEMERINO WOOL / NYLON POLYPROPYLENE

S: 36-39 / M-L: 40-43
XL: 44-46

S: 36-39 / M-L: 40-43
XL: 44-46

S: 36-39 / M-L: 40-43
XL: 44-46

S: 36-39 / M-L: 40-43
XL: 44-46

002 018 567

002 018 567

002

018 101 101

Merino wool with high abrasion Isowool 
sole. 40% nylon to minimize shrinkage. 
Padded sole with thin portion over foot.

Merino wool with high abrasion Isowool sole.
40% nylon to minimize shrinkage.
Terry construction for maximum thickness throu-
ghout.

FABRICS: FABRICS:

SIZE: SIZE:

Fine Merino wool with nylon to reduce shrinkage.
Thin construction.
15cm height.

Merino wool with high abrasion Isowool 
sole. 40% nylon to minimize shrinkage. 
Padded sole with thin portion over foot.

FABRICS: FABRICS:

SIZE: SIZE:

Polypropylene to keep foot dry
Thin construction for close fitting 
footwear.

Thermolite hollow core polyester for 
excellent warmth and moisture mana-
gement.

Polypropylene to keep foot dry.
Padded sole.

Thermolite hollow core polyester for excellent 
warmth and moisture management
Padded sole.

FABRICS: FABRICS:

SIZE: SIZE:

FABRICS: FABRICS:

SIZE: SIZE:
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THERMIC 250
ACTIVE 100

DELUXE

MID
HEAVY

WINDPROOF2ND SKIN

2ND SKIN

2ND SKIN

THERMO DYNAMIC
THERMO DYNAMIC

THERMO DYNAMIC

CLIMATE CONTROL

Every athlete wants skin that is always dry, and, thanks to technical innovation applied in the development 
of the products, Sportful base layer makes this desire a reality.

The CLIMATE CONTROL system gives every garment a high moisture-wicking capacity, so perspiration is 
no longer a problem. Climate Control, in addition to ensuring dry skin, also keeps the body at a comfortable 
temperature. those who are protected by the warmth of base layer garments can face even the most extreme 
temperatures comfortably.

To optimize the comfort provided by climate control, it’s important to identify the products offering the 
most suitable degree of warmth for one’s own particular requirements. Keeping in mind that everyone’s 
perception of temperature differs, the variables to consider in making this choice are the weather conditions 
outside and the intensity of the physical activity to be performed.

Second Skin is the Sportful base layer line that offers the protection of a second skin. The climate 
control system guarantees warmth and breathability, while seamless construction allows the 

garments to perfectly follow the curves of the body, maximizing comfort and minimizing bulk.

Thermodynamic is the classic Sportful base layer line, in which technical innovation is merged with 
experience to create products that ensure well-being and comfort. The Climate Control system 

guarantees dry skin and the right degree of warmth in any kind of weather, while technical details are combined 
with soft fabrics.re combined with soft fabrics. 

TEMPERATURE
RANGE

PHYSICAL
EFFORT
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LONG SLEEVE
HIGH COLLAR 0800167

101 002 101 002

85% NYLON MERYL SKINLIFE
15% POLYESTERTHERMIC 250

XS - S/M - L - XL - XXL

XS - S/M - L - XL - XXL

XS - S/M - L - XL - XXL

XS - S/M - L/XL
XS - S/M - L/XL XS - S/M - L/XL

LONG SLEEVE T 0800168

LONG SLEEVE
HIGH COLLAR W 0800170

TIGHT 0800169

LONG SLEEVE T W 0800171 TIGHT W 0800172

101 002 101 002 002 101

002

FABRICS:

SIZE:

SIZE:

SIZE:

SIZE:

SIZE: SIZE:

CLIMATE
CONTROL:

Zip neck 7 centimeter.

Without fly.

Zip neck 7 centimeter.

5 centimeter collar.

5 centimeter collar. Without fly.

Maximum insulation  |  Breathability  |  Seamless construction
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HIGH NECK T 0800213

S/M - L - XL - XXLS/M - L - XL - XXL

S/M - L - XL - XXL

XS - S/M - L/XLS/M - L - XL - XXL

S/M - L - XL - XXL S/M - L - XL - XXL

LONG SLEEVE T 0800212 CREW NECK 0800211

T SHIRT 0800214

101101 101101

101

002002 002002

002

012012 012012

012

T SHIRT W 0800219LONG SLEEVE W 0800218

LONG SLEEVE JR 0800228

101 012

002

002

XS/S - M - L/XLXS/S - M - L/XL

JS - JL JS - JL

85% NYLON MERYL SKINLIFE
15% POLYESTERDELUXE

CLIMATE
CONTROL:

101002

TIGHT 0800217 3/4 SKIER 0800216

101002

101002

TIGHT JR 0800229

002

TIGHT W 0800220

SIZE:SIZE:

SIZE:

SIZE:SIZE:

SIZE: SIZE:

8 centimeter collar.

Without fly.

Without fly.Crew neck.5 centimeter collar.

Crew neck. Without fly.

Crew neck.5 centimeter collar.

4 centimeter collar. Without fly.

SIZE:SIZE:

SIZE: SIZE:

Softness against the skin  |  Keep the skin dry  |  Constant body temperature  |  Bacteriostatic  |  Ideal in widest range of conditions

FABRICS:
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LONG SLEEVE T HIGH COLLAR 0800221 T SHIRT LOW COLLAR 0800222

TIGHT 0800224SLEEVELESS 0800223

TIGHT W 0800227

101101 101

101

101

002002 002

002

002

101002 101002

101002

S/M - L - XL - XXL

XS/S - M - L/XLS/M - L - XL - XXL

S/M - L - XL - XXL

S/M - L - XL - XXL XS/S - M - L/XL

XS - S/M - L/XL

XS/S - M - L/XL

002

LONG SLEEVE T W 0800225 T SHIRT W 0800226

SEAMLESS
BOXER  0800156

101002

60% POLYPROPYLENE
13% NYLON
27% POLYESTERACTIVE 100

CLIMATE
CONTROL:

002

002

002

5 centimeter collar. 5 centimeter collar.Crew neck.

Without fly.Crew neck.

Without fly.V neck.

2nd skin fabric and construction.SIZE:

SIZE:SIZE:

SIZE:

SIZE: SIZE:

SIZE:

SIZE:

For moderate temperatures  |  Moisture management

FABRICS:
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002 002

002

210 210

210

101 101

101

DOLCEVITA 0800193 LONG SLEEVE
CREW 0800194

XXS-XXXL

XXS-XXXL XS-XXL

XS-XXL

LUPETTO JR 
0800230

JXS - JXL

210210210101011001

XXS-XXXL

XXS-XXXL

XXS-XXXL

XS-XXL

JXS - JXL

LONG 
SLEEVE T 0800192

002 002

002 002002

002002
210 210

210 210210

210210
101

101 101101

101101

T SHIRT  0800191

XXS-XXXL

T SHIRT W  0800197LONG
SLEEVE T W 0800198

T SHIRT JR 
0800200

LONG SLEEVE
T JR 0800201

JXS - JXLJXS - JXL

74% POLYPROPYLENE
26% POLYESTERMID

TIGHT 0800196

TIGHT W 0800199

TIGHT JR
0800202

TIGHT
WITH FLY 0800195

002

002

002
210

210

Zip neck thermal top.

High neck.SIZE:

SIZE: SIZE:

SIZE:

CLIMATE
CONTROL:

High neck.

SIZE:

SIZE:

SIZE:

SIZE:

SIZE:

SIZE:

Crew neck.

With fly.

Without fly.

Without fly.

Without fly.

Crew neck.

SIZE:

Crew neck.

Crew neck.

Crew neck.Crew neck.

SIZE:SIZE:

High insulation  |  Excellent moisture management  |  Polypropylene inside with polyester outside for push-pull effect

FABRICS:
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100% POLYESTER

HEAVY

TIGHT
WITH FLY 0800187 TIGHT W 0800190

TIGH
WITHOUT FLY 0800188

002

002

002

002

002

002

013

013

013013

013

130

130

130

130

345

345

345345

345

LONG SLEEVE
CREW W 0800189

DOLCEVITA 0800185 LONG SLEEVE
CREW 0800186

XXS-XXXL

XXS-XXXL

XXS-XXXL

XXS-XXXL

XS-XXL

XS-XXL

LONG SLEEVE
WIND T  0800075

WIND BOXER  0800078WIND T 0800076

XXS - XXXL

XXS - XXXL

XXS - XXL

100% POLYESTER

50% POLYURETHANE
50% NYLON

101

101

101

WINDPROOF
CLIMATE
CONTROL:

Ideal solution for very low temperatures | High degree of warmth.

FABRICS:

Zip neck thermal top.

With fly.

Crew neck.

Without fly.

SIZE:

SIZE:

SIZE:

SIZE:

Crew neck.

Without fly.

SIZE:

SIZE:

FABRICS:

WINDPROOF
MEMBRANE:

Crew neck.

Crew neck.

SIZE:

SIZE:

SIZE:

CLIMATE
CONTROL:

Wind protection  |  Moisture management
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SPIA 2 0800231

SECONDLAYER

SPIA 2 W 0800232

SPIA 2 JR 0800233

BOSCONERO 0800234

BOSCONERO W 0800235

PRAMPER 0800239

439

567

567

567

094

094

094

110

101

439

439

439

002

002

002

101

002

402

402

402

101

101

101

002

002 567

094

168

168

110 168

094

094

XS-XXXL

XS-XXXL

XS-XXL

XS-XXL

JXS - JXL

XS-XXXL

SIZE:

SIZE:

SIZE:

SIZE:

SIZE:

SIZE:

Made from one-way stretch fabric 
that ensures comfort and warmth 
during winter excursions.

Made with one-way stretch 
fabric, brushed on the inside, that 
provides comfort, warmth and 
breathability.

Made with one-way stretch 
fabric, brushed on the inside, that 
provides comfort, warmth and 
breathability.

Designed for intense aerobic 
activity. The stretch fabric ensures 
warmth and high breathability. 
Ideal for cross-country skiing and 
ski mountaineering.

Made from one-way stretch fabric 
that ensures comfort and warmth 
during winter excursions.

Made from one-way stretch fabric 
that ensures comfort and warmth 
during winter excursions.

FABRICS:

FABRICS:

FABRICS:
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FORESTA 0800240S. SEBASTIANO 0800236

FORESTA W 0800241

S. SEBASTIANO JR 0800238

S. SEBASTIANO W 0800237

FREEDOM 0800242

FREEDOM W 0800243

002

002

439

439002

559

559

101

101

101 110

110

567

567

567559

094

110

002

002

002

002

168

168094

439

439

094

094

094

094

402

402439

5594390 4002 11

002002094094

002021100

002402

XS-XXXL

XS-XXXL

XS-XXXL

XS-XXL

XS-XXL

XS-XXLJXS - JXL

SIZE:

SIZE:

SIZE:

SIZE:

SIZE:

SIZE:SIZE:

San Sebastiano: Ideal for aerobic 
activity when warmth is required 
but also breathability. The stretch 
fabric offers excellent freedom 
of movement and light wind 
protection.

Thermal garment with a full-length zip, two front pockets and a pocket on 
the sleeve, to be used as a second layer for winter activity or as an outer 
layer in moderate temperatures. The stretch fabric provides great freedom of 
movement, maximum warmth and excellent breathability.

Thermal garment with a full-length zip and two front pockets, designed 
to be used as a second layer for winter activity or as an outer layer in 
moderate temperatures. The stretch fabric provides great freedom of 
movement, maximum warmth and excellent breathability.

Made with a two-way stretch fabric that provides 
excellent fit and freedom of movement. The internal 
structure increases warmth without adding weight. 
An ideal garment for any type of winter activity.

Made with a two-way stretch fabric that provides 
excellent fit and freedom of movement. The internal 
structure increases warmth without adding weight. 
An ideal garment for any type of winter activity.

San Sebastiano: Ideal for aerobic 
activity when warmth is required 
but also breathability. The stretch 
fabric offers excellent freedom 
of movement and light wind 
protection.

Made from one-way stretch fabric 
that ensures comfort and warmth 
during winter excursions.

FABRICS:

FABRICS:

FABRICS:

FABRICS:

FABRICS:
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4 WAY
LIGHT

4 WAY
MID

4 WAY
WARM

WINDSTOPPER®

THERMODRYTEX

XS S M L XL XXL XXXL

88 92 96 100 105 110 115

76 80 84 88 93 98 103

90 94 98 102 107 112 117

80 81 82 83 84,5 86 87,5

XS S M L XL XXL

79 84 89 94 99 104

63 68 73 78 83 88

87 92 97 102 107 112

75 76 77 78 79 80

 JS JM JL JXL

 6/7 8/9 10/11 12/13

 122 134 146 158

 61 67 73 79

 57 60 64 68

 66 72 78 84

Australia
DE GRANDI CYCLE  
& SPORT PTY LTD
419 Moorabool Street
Geelong 3220 
Victoria Australia
T. 0061/3/5221/5099
F. 0061/3/5222/3850
XC SKI

Austria
EPM SPORTS PINTAR 
Bundestrasse 7/a 
08850 Murau
T. 0043/3532/2397
F. 0043/3532/3143 
office@sportpintar.at 
www.epmsport.at
XC SKI - KARPOS

Belgium 
CLAESSEN-GOHY
Mont A. La Spinette 18
Malmedy 04960 
T. 0032/080/337580
XC SKI - KARPOS

Benelux
WOLVENBERG NV
Heiveldekens 9A 
Ind. P.Blauwe Steen 
02550 Kontich 
T. 0032/3/4587171
F. 0032/3/4587172
info@wolvenberg.com
www.wolvenberg.com
KARPOS

Canada
VELLEND TECH 
433 Horner Ave,Unit 1
Toronto – Ontario, Canada
M8W 4Y4
T. 001/(416)/2515006 
F. 001/(416)/2519639 
info@vellendtech.com 
www.vellendtech.com
XC SKI

Czech Republic
ID SPORT S.R.O
Plzenska 216
267 01 Kraluv Dvur 
T. 00420/311/637/774 
F. 00420/311/637/169 
info@idsport.cz
www.sportful.cz
XC SKI - KARPOS

Estonia
HAWAII EXPRESS 
Regati pst 1 
11911 Tallinn 
T. 00372/6398508 
F. 00372/6398566 
info@hawaii.ee  
www.hawaii.ee
XC SKI - KARPOS

Finland 
PIKA OY 
Sohlberginkatu 10,
40530 Jyvaskyla 
T. 00358/45 277 8889 
F. 00358/14 252 125 
info@pyka.f
XC SKI - KARPOS

France
SPORTFUL FRANCE 
T. 0033/685019906 
michaut7@aol.com  
www.sportful.it/fra
XC SKI - KARPOS

Germany
SPORTFUL GERMANY 
T./F. +49/8121/227352 
sportful.germany@yahoo.de  
www.sportful.com
XC SKI - KARPOS

Greece
HALKIDIKI SPORTS P.O. 
Box 13 GR 63077 Halkidiki 
T. 0030/2374053998 
F. 0030/02374053998 
M. 0030/06944544159 
info@sportful-greece.com
www.sportful-greece.com
XC SKI - KARPOS

Latvia 
MYSPORT 
224 Brivibas street 
Riga, LV 1039 - Latvia 
T. + 371/26366953 
F. +371/67616839
info@my-sport.lv
XC SKI - KARPOS

The Netherlands 
CROSSCOUNTRY ELITE 
SPORTS VOF 
Kasennerweg 17
6241NL Bunde, 
T. 0031/433654393 
F. 0031/433654393 
info@xc-elitesports.com    
www.xc-elitesports.com
XC SKI

Norway
INTERPLAZA AS 
Postboks 6168 
Etterstad 0602 Oslo 
T. 0047/21505150 
F. 0047/21505151 
lisa@interplaza.no 
www.interplaza.no
XC SKI

Portugal
ALL FOR BIKES LDA 
Rua Diogo Cão, 22A
2910-471 Setúbal
T. +351/265/783/014
F. +351/265/783/014 
info.allforbikes@sapo.pt  
www.allforbikes.com
XC SKI - KARPOS

Russia 
SKIWAX 
2nd kozhevnichesky per.,12 
115114 Moscow
T. 007/495/6458443 
M. 007/985/2333963 
skiwax@inbox.ru    
www.skiwax.ru
XC SKI - KARPOS

GIRVAS M SPORT
Malaya Semenovskaya 11/2
Stroenie 7 - 105023 Moscow
T. 007/499/5798521
F. 007/495/9633113
l.lyssova@girvas.ru
www.girvas.ru
BASE LAYER

Slovakia
DAVORIN ACTIVE SPORT 
Tatranska 243
05986 Nova Lesna 
T. 00421/524781091 
F. 00421/524751092 
M. 00421/905503997 
office@davorin.sk
www.davorin.sk
XC SKI - KARPOS

Slovenia
PONCA D.O.O. 
Ratee 04283 
T. 00386/45876002
XC SKI

BORA D.O.O.
Koprska Ulica 1
06310 Izola
T. 00386/56404208
info@bora.sl
KARPOS

Spain
MANIFATTURA VALCISMON 
SPAIN 
Raval dels Grecs 15 17480 
Roses (Girona) SPAIN 
T. +34/972/253 356 
F. +34/972/255 467
M. +34/639204523 
m.caselli@sportful.com
XC SKI - KARPOS

Sweden
NORDIC TRADE DG AB 
Banvagen 7 
97346 Lulea 
T. 0046/920228700 
F. 0046/920254528 
info@nordictrade.se  
www.nordictrade.se 
XC SKI - KARPOS

Switzerland
CYCLING UNITED BIKES  
& COMPONENTS AG
Staldenhof 3B - 6014 Luzern 
T. 0041/41/2594900 
F. 0041/41/259 49 19 
www.cycling-united.com  
service-ch@cycling-united.com
XC SKI
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-DRY STRETCH

K

-DUCK DOWN 600

K

-HOT SHELL

K

-GOOSE DOWN 650

K

-LEE LIGHT WINTER

K

-LEE WINTER

K

-REFLEX

K

-LIGHT SHELL

K

-THERMAL

K

-THERMAL NET

K

ARBONTEC WINTER

K

ORTEC

K

-LEE REINFORCED
WINTER

CHEST
CHEST

WAIST
WAIST

HIPS HIPS

INSEAM INSEAM

SIZE
CHEST
WAIST
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INSEAM 

SIZE
CHEST
WAIST
HIPS
INSEAM

SIZE
AGE
HEIGHT
CHEST
WAIST
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WOMAN

KID

SIZE CHARTS DISTRIBUTORS FABRICS

Ideal fabric for second layers worn during physical 
activity. Its stretch permits the creation of comfortable 

clothing. Although extremely lightweight, the fabric provides 
excellent warmth combined with maximum breathability and 
partial wind protection.

Innovative polypropylene microfibre with a very high 
level of performance. An innovative technological 

product because equally resistant, light, insulating and transpirant 
as well as being hygienic, comfortable and ecological. A very 
stable fabric, which does not change its shape unlike conventional 
fabrics. For long-lasting wearability, always in form. Moreover, 
Dryarn® does not absorb humidity and dries surprisingly quickly. 
All to the advantage of physical comfort, giving the skin a pleasant 
fresh and dry sensation. 

This fabric is characterized by the extreme rapidity 
with which it wicks moisture away from the skin, 

thanks to its dual-layer structure: polyester on the inside and 
nylon outside. Breathable, warm, soft, stretchy, and quick drying.

Stretchy woven fabric. Provides good wind 
protection and excellent abrasion resistance. 

Lightly brushed on the inside to make the fabric warmer and 
softer. Keeps the body drier and ensures a feeling of freshness. 
Ideal for pants.

High-density polyethylene sewing thread. 
Lightweight and with extremely high tensile, torsional and bending 
strength. Dyneema® is a registered trademark of DSM.

Ceramic printing by Eschler is a polyurethane-based 
coating embedded with diamond-hard ceramic 
particles. Ceramic-printed fabric is extremely 

durable and can withstand more than 500,000 abrasion cycles in 
the Martindale test method without the fibers breaking. It is also 
comfortable and stretchy, and the coating does not add bulk. 

When speed matters, this is the answer. Lycra® 

Power for optimum muscle compression and support, and a 
dimpled surface structure for slippery aerodynamics. 

This innovative new fabric is ideal for outer shells. 
It features 10,000 mm water column for complete 
waterproof pro tection, 10,000 mv/p breathability, and 

remarkable stretch thanks to its elastic polyurethane membrane. 
This innovative new fabric is ideal for outer shells.

A synthetic fiber that gives exceptional stretch as well as 
the ability to recover its initial shape. This remarkable 

stretch capa city allows us to make garments with great comfort, 
close fit, and complete freedom of movement.

Fabric with a high degree of stretch, thanks to 250g 
Lycra® Po wer™ and 30% elastane. Offers maximum 

support and muscle compression while at the same time 
allowing complete freedom of movement. Tear-resistant and 
offers UV protection. Total com fort. 

Membrane technology developed for winter 
active sports. It’s windproof, water resistant and 

breathable thanks to the polyu rethane membrane, and with its 
fleece inside, warmth is gua ranteed. Finished with a soft hand, a 
bit of stretch, and a modern, clean look.

Our most technical fabric for aerodynamic race suits. 
It features an exceptionally smooth face for enhanced laminar air 
flow, and optimum stretch so that we can make the garments fit 
perfectly and eliminate extra fabric flapping in the wind. But it’s not 
just aerodynamic: it offers excellent moisture management to keep 
the athlete dry and comfortable.

By maximizing stretch and breathability while minimizing 
wind penetration, Schoeller® has created the ideal fabric 

for mountain sports in inclement conditions. The fabric effectively 
stops the wind, while maintaining ample air flow to keep you dry.

Structured breathable thermal fabric that ensures 
warmth with minimal weight. Dries quickly.

This exclusive fabric features all the warmth, stretch 
and breathability of our standard Thermodrytex 

Plus, with the addition of our nanotech water repellent finish to 
make rain run right off the fabric. It is not 100% waterproof, but 
keeps most water outside the fabric.

Lightweight windproof fabric 
that protects from the snow 

(wp 1,000 mm). Especially developed to contain down. Particularly 
soft and compactible even though it’s very durable. Very breathable 
even at low temperatures.

Very lightweight windproof 
fabric especially developed to 

contain down. Particularly soft and compactible even though it’s 
very durable.

Lightweight fabric designed for clothing 
worn during physical activity of long 

duration and intense effort in extreme conditions. Extremely 
breathable, waterproof and windproof. Offers maximum freedom 
of movement and protection.

Highly breathable fabric that is comfortable 
against the skin and ensures warmth 

without weight. Keeps the skin dry and also dries quickly on the 
outside.

Two-way stretch fabric that is very warm, 
breathable and comfortable against the 

skin. Ensures warmth without weight and wicks perspiration 
outward and away from the body.

Very lightweight and warm fabric that is 
ideal for providing warmth without weight, 

especially while moving in extreme conditions.

Fabric that offers advanced performance 
in terms of warmth and breathability while 

featuring a structure with a varied and unusual appearance.

Lightweight, compactible and very warm 
insulation that does not absorb moisture and 

maintains its ability to insulate from cold in any weather conditions.

The most technical fabric in the Thermodrytex 
family uses a nylon outer face with a fleece hollow 

core polyester inner layer. Maximum insulation and maximum 
moisture management thanks to the push-pull wicking effect. 
The outer surface is treated with a water repellent finish. This is 
the warmest yet best wicking fabric in the Thermodrytex family.

For applications where minimum moisture 
absorption is required, this 84% polyester/16% 

Lycra fabric excels. We developed it to feel dry on your skin even 
in conditions with high levels of perspiration, making it ideal for 
headwear, insulation layers and backs of jackets.

Maximum stretch and a thick warm fleece inner 
layer make this fabric ideal for uses where warmth 

and flexibility are key. 84% Nylon and 16% Lycra keep the fabric 
soft and stretchy. The water repellent silicone finish provides some 
water repellency. Ideal for tights or back of wind pants.

This 2-way stretch 100% polyester fabric provides 
excellent warmth and moisture management and is 

used where high levels of stretch are not required, especially 
in jerseys or backs of jackets. Not having Lycra® means less 
stretch but provides better moisture management.

We’ve developed a family of fabrics to provide outstanding 
insulation and moisture management in cold weather. Each 
of the fabrics feature a warm brushed fleece inner face with a 
smooth outer face and a high degree of stretch. The tight weaves 
keep some of the wind out while permitting a high level of air 
exchange for excellent breathability. Each fabric in the family has 
been engineered for maximum performance for specific uses.    

Developed to fill the need for stretch thermal fabrics 
with maximum moisture management. The tight knit of the 
fabric keeps the wind at bay, while the high loft terrycloth inside 
traps air for warmth. The polyester based fabric 
wicks moisture away from the skin and dries quickly. 

This 4-way stretch Windstopper® fabric is 
extremely lightweight and offers a stretchy, 

breathable outer shell to keep the wind from entering the 
garment. As the fabric is also waterproof, the garments offer 
ideal protection for intense aerobic activities in cool weather. 

Sometimes our full thermal Windstopper® 4way 
Warm is just too warm. This fabric’s lightly brushed 

inner face is soft, has just enough loft to keep you warm, and is 
great at moving moisture away from the body. It is about 25% 
lighter in weight than our Windstopper 4way Warm, but still 
provi des 100% wind protection with a water repellent external 
face. 

The first Windstopper® that offers 4-way stretch in 
a 300 gram fleece-backed winter weight fabric. It 

has excellent breathability along with total windproofness, offers 
excellent protection from rain, and the high levels of stretch 
allow improved fitting of the garments. 

Lightweight waterproof and breathable (W/P 
10,000mm; MVP 10,000g/m2/24h) for-way stretch fabric; ideal 
for ergonomic and extremely compactible protective clothing.

80/20 duck down: good-quality down that 
helps create air space within garments, guaranteeing thermal 
insulation.

Laminated and brushed SoftShell with two-way 
stretch to provide warm and ergonomic protection from wind 
and water.

90/10 goose down: this soft down, thanks to 
its exceptional ability to expand in dry conditions, helps create a 
consistent volume of air on the inside, guaranteeing an excellent 
degree of thermal insulation.

Water-repellent two-way stretch fabric. 
Lightweight, durable, highly breathable and wind resistant.

Water-repellent two-way stretch thermal fabric. 
Durable, highly breathable and wind resistant.

K-Reflex - Fabric especially designed to reflect 
light, even at long distances. Perforated for breathability. 
Extremely useful in the event of night rescue.

Lightweight windproof fabric especially developed 
to contain down. Particularly soft and compactible even though 
it’s very durable.

One-way stretch thermal lining that traps the air 
for excellent insulation from the cold, even when moving. Does 
not absorb moisture and dries quickly.

One-way stretch thermal lining in mesh for 
excellent insulation from the cold, even when moving. Does not 
absorb moisture and dries quickly.

Breathable thermal fabric, reinforced with carbon 
fibers, that ensures warmth and durability with minimal weight. 
Dries quickly.

Stretch fabric in reinforced ripstop Cordura®; 
lightweight, very strong and breathable; ideal for reinforcements.

Water-repellent two-way stretch thermal fabric. 
Durable, highly breathable and wind resistant.


